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Welcome & Introduction 
 

 
As CEO of The Genesis Group and all of its affiliated companies, I would 
personally like to thank you for entrusting us with the management software for 
your Motorola trunking system. We do not take this responsibility lightly. At 
Genesis, the finest men and women in the world have put thousands of hours into 
the creation, testing, and refinement of GenWatch3® . For every line of code they 
write, every test they run, they see you sitting there in the heat of a critical situation, 
using GenWatch3® . By integrating user input, they have taken care to ensure that 
our software will meet your needs rather than just carrying out our original ideas. 

 
No company in the world is perfect. While we strive for excellence, we are not 
flawless. However, our company has always set itself apart by quickly addressing 
problems as they arise. At Genesis, we make this our highest priority. If you have 
difficulty of any kind with your GenWatch3® software, we want you to make us 
aware of it. In fact, we need to know about it, so we can correct it for you and for all 
others who have purchased this trunking management software tool. 

 
If, for any reason, you feel that GenWatch3® fails to perform at a level that you 
expect, or if you feel that you have not received the assistance that you deserve, I 
want to know about it. Please begin with the normal support channels, so we can 
have a record of your need; however, feel free to escalate it directly to me if you are 
not satisfied in any way. You can find all of my contact information on our website 
at www.GenesisWorld.com/contact.asp . 

 

Phil Burks - CEO 

http://www.genesisworld.com/contact.asp
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What is GenWatch3-ATIA and What Does It Do for You? 
 

GenWatch3-ATIA is a 100% Microsoft Windows-based tool, designed specifically for owners of 
Motorola's ASTRO25 trunking systems. It is a suite of programs that accumulate all airtime usage 
for the Motorola trunk system owner. GenWatch3-ATIA also shows real-time system usage. It 
allows real-time monitoring of activity, busies, etc. on all sites. Additionally, it provides extensive 
historical and ad hoc reporting, as well as an event based alert notification functionality. 

 
Accumulate & Process Airtime Usage from Zone Controller 
The zone controller sends packets of information about each call. The GenGET Data Reader 
'listens' to that data and passes it to the Data Processor (2SQL) as TCP/IP. The Data Processor 
takes the packets of call information and parses (breaks apart) the data. Finally, the Data 
Processor sends the data to the Data Server which writes the information into SQL databases. 

 
 
Can be used for Accumulating Airtime Usage for Billing 
The data that is accumulated is highly suitable for billing purposes. GenGET is used by many 
Genesis clients for this purpose. 

 
Accumulates Group, Telephone & Private Conversation Separately 
Each call type is identified as the ATIA data arrives. From the database you can get information 
on all call types, specific call types, or any combination thereof. 

 
Accumulates in very flexible time periods (day of week, time, holidays 
The GenGET data is kept in SQL tables. One of the most common reporting tools available is 
Microsoft Excel. Excel can ‘connect’ to the tables and summarize all of the call records into 
usage reports. These usage reports can be further charted and analyzed with Excel. 

 
For ‘heavy duty’ reporting needs, there are additional SQL reporting tools available. 

 
View Live Traffic & Channel Usage from any location on your Network 
GenWatch3® has the ability to ‘connect’ to the GenGET Data Processor from other network PCs. 
(supported in most Windows desktop or server operating systems) 
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A Brief Description of How GenWatch3-ATIA Works 
 

Your Motorola Zone Controller’s Air traffic Router (ATR) has an Ethernet port that sends packets 
of data. This is called the ATIA (Air Traffic Information Access) port. The packets contain 
information about every call or other event that happens within a given zone. The GenGET Data 
Reader ‘listens’ to the Zone Controller ATIA port. 

 
Examples of Information GenGET receives from the ATIA Port 

 

• Call Type 
 
• Emergencies 

 
• Busies 

• Initiating ID and Alias 

• Initiating Talk Group for that ID and 
Alias 

• Initiating Zone number for this call 

• Affiliations 

• Zone Controller date and time of the start 
of the call 

• A call packet number 

• Target ID or Talk Group 

• System (site) for that call 

• Channel number for that call 
 
• Sites and channels involved in the call 

• Call Termination information with date 
and time 
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The packets from the Zone Controller are in UDP format. UDP packets do not request or receive 
confirmation of destination reception. For this reason, it is important to have the Reader installed 
as close to the Motorola network as possible (both literally and figuratively). 

 
The Data Reader receives the UDP data packets from the ATIA port and sends them in TCP/IP 
format to the Data Processor. Unlike UDP packets, TCP/IP packets request and receive 
confirmation of destination reception. If the Data Processor or the network link to the Data 
Processor is interrupted or goes down, the data is queued at the Data Reader (limited only by 
disk space). When the Data Processor or network link is restored, the Data Processor retrieves 
the queued data from the Data Reader. 

 
The Data Reader is the most critical point in the GenGET solution. Unlike any of the other 
components in your solution, if the Data Reader stops functioning, you will be losing data. For 
this reason, many customers chose to install redundant readers. 

 
Next, GenGET does its most difficult job. The Data Processor's main task is to take each raw 
ATIA data stream, decode them, format them, and send the corresponding radio activity 
information to the Data Server. All information is tagged to indicate what System and Zone it 
originated from. Types of information decoded includes: call activity, affiliations, radio rejects, 
radio events, busies, emergency, etc. 

 
After the Data Processor has done its work, the information is sent to the Data Server. Again, 
should the Data Server or network link be interrupted or go down, the data is queued at the Data 
Processor until the Data Server or network link is restored. 

 
At the Data Server, the decoded ATIA data is written into the appropriate SQL tables. After the 
data is written to the SQL tables, it is available for reporting. 

 
Optionally, the Data Server can send data to a Data Warehouse. For long term storage, the 
Genesis design is to incorporate a large repository, or Data Warehouse, for all of the ATIA data. 

 
Since we are using SQL, we have a large set of very powerful tools. One of its capabilities is to 
‘synchronize’ databases. This is done by writing SQL command scripts. The commands tell the 
Data Warehouse, at prescribed times, to poll each Data Server's database and receive records 
that the Data Warehouse does not have. This is a process that is fine-tuned over time to match the 
polling times and frequency to take the most advantage of your LAN. This will allow Genesis to 
keep the LAN impact low while also getting the data synchronized. 

 
GenGET Components Overview 
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  GenWatch3 Architecture  
 
When GenWatch3® is started, a logical connection is made from the GenWatch3® session to the 
Data Processor. Once that connection is established, data is sent from Data Processor to the PC 
where GenWatch3® is running. There is limited information that is sent across the network from 
the Data Processor to the GenWatch3® session.  We limit the information for one main reason- 
to keep the network traffic low.  Encryption of this data stream can be controlled at the OS level. 

 
GenWatch3 is built on a three-tier design to provide maximum performance and 
security. 

 
 The GenWatch3 service runs in the background on the GenWatch3 Host only. 

 
 The Microsoft SQL service containing the GenWatch3 database runs in the background 

on the GenWatch3 Host and GenGET Data Server only. 
 

 The GW_Alerts application runs on each GenWatch3 Client. 
 

• GenWatch3 will start automatically if a shortcut to GW_Alerts is in the Client’s 
Startup folder.  By default, we place a shortcut here during installation. 

 
• If the shortcut to GW_Alerts has been removed from the Startup folder, double click 

the Genesis Globe shortcut on the Desktop to start GenWatch3. 
 

• When GW_Alerts is running, the Genesis globe and radio icons will display in the 
System Tray. 
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  Login Screen  

 
The login screen provides the secure entry point into GenWatch3. Simply enter a valid username 
and password. The GenWatch3 User Preferences are stored and associated with the user’s login 
name. 

 
The Advanced tab allows you to designate the location of the GenWatch3 host. Once the machine 
name is entered the first time, it will not need to be entered during subsequent logins. 

 
Normally, the user name is assigned in the Genesis Security module and is considered the 
“Genesis” Username. When logging in using the Genesis username, you will be required to enter 
your password. 

 
If the Genesis system is on the corporate domain, and is configured to do so, a user can select 
“Windows” authentication. The Windows account that the user is logged into the machine with, 
will be used as the username. 
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  LaunchPad  
 
 
 
 
 

LaunchPad is the opening screen from which modules are started and important information is 
displayed. The Modules panel shows all licensed modules (for an Admin user) or modules a 
particular user has authorization to use. 

 
The Info panel reveals a chosen module’s 
name, operational status, and current 
licensing status. 

 
Right clicking the mouse in the Modules 
panel allows the user to open a particular 
module, show Module Product Sheets for 
particular modules, or go to QuickLaunch, 
which displays all available modules in the 
Main panel. 

 
There are three menu options; File, Options, 
and Help. 

 
File\Switch User – Allows you to logout as 
the current user and login as a different user. 

 
Options\Add Tool – Allows you to easily link to other programs on your machine.  For instance, 
if you commonly run Notepad or Excel, you can add them to GW_LaunchPad as “Tools” and then 
start them from within the GW_LaunchPad Tool window. 

 
Help\ShowHelp – Initiates the help 
documentation on your screen that you can 
scroll through. 

 
Help\About – Displays the full version 
information along with address and contact 
information for Burks GenCore Co., Inc. 
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Help\View License – Allows you to see at a glance what version (major release), systems, and 
modules that you are licensed for currently. 
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Help\View License\Activate Product(s) – Displays a sixteen (16) digit request code that is used 
for generating a new license. 

 

 

Help\View License\Refresh License – When there has been an update to the license and you do 
not see the changes that have been made, you can click the “Refresh License” button refresh the 
view of the license. 

 
Help\View License\Deactivate License – When a machine is no longer being used, the license 
needs to be deactivated. 
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  GUI Notification Window  
 
The GUI Notification Window is a proactive alert system for events happening within 
GenWatch3.  It may indicate one of the following: 

 
• Status of data stream (Link Down or Link Up) 
• A data entry issue regarding groups and multigroups (e.g. existing TG reported by data 

stream as a multigroup) 
• Trigger Module Event Notifications 
• New Suspect Notification (SAM Module option) 
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  Support  
 
The Genesis Group is committed to providing not only quality products, but outstanding support 
as well. We do this in a variety of ways. First, you receive a copy of the GenWatch3 manual 
which is installed in the Programs/Genesis/Help folder on all GenWatch3 computers. It is on the 
GenWatch3 software CD as well. 

 
 
 
 

Second, within a GenWatch3 module, the 
manual is available by pressing F1 for 
context-sensitive access to the Help folder. In 
most cases, GenWatch3 will automatically 
navigate within the manual to display the 
section which pertains to the part of the 
module screen directly under the mouse 
cursor on the screen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally, Help\About – Displays the full 
version information along with address and 
contact information for Burks GenCore Co., 
Inc. 
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  Security Module Setup  
 
 
 

What are your requirements for security on your GenWatch3 system? GenWatch3’s role-based 
security is powerful and flexible. The Security Module controls access to GenWatch3, its 
modules, and the module privileges. 

 
After opening the Security module, you have three menu choices: File, View and Help. 

File\Exit – Closes the Security module. 

View has four submenu options: Users, Roles, History, and Current Users 
 

View\ Users - Term which defines the 
people that use the GenWatch3 
module screens. Users are assigned 
roles and a list of groups which they 
can view (Unconditional access to all 
groups is a role privilege granted on a 
module-by-module basis). 

 
View\Users\User Filters – Allows 
you to limit a user’s access to Sites, 
Agencies, and Groups in all modules 
where the ViewAllAgencies, 
VewAllGroups, and ViewAllSites 
options are unchecked. 

 
 
 
 

 
View\Roles - Roles are comprised of 
specific module privileges. 

 
Role\Role Privileges - Predefined 
allowances for actions and view rights 
within the GenWatch3 module screens. 
Privileges exist on a per-module basis. 
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View\History – Provides a detail history 
of each logon\log off of each module and 
any modifications that are made by the 
user while logged in to the module. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

View\Current Users – Provides a list of 
all users and their current login status to 
the GenWatch machine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  If a user does not have the GW_Security ManageRoles privilege, the user can view the privileges of 
his/her own role but not the privileges of any other roles. 
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  Alias Module Setup  
 
How important are radio ID and talkgroup aliases on your system? Do they matter, and how do 
you maintain them? The Alias module is vitally important because it affects nearly every other 
module. 

 

The GW_Alias module edit screen allows you to provide aliases (easily recognized names) and 
additional information for your trunked radio system resources such as: 

 
• Tags 
• Locations 
• Agencies 
• Status Sets 
• Message Sets 
• Systems 
• Talkgroups 
• Multigroups 
• IDs (radio IDs) 
• Zones 
• Sites 
• Channels (frequencies) 
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  ATIA Module Setup  
 
The ATIA module configures the settings required to correctly interface GenWatch3 to the ATIA 
DataProc. 

 

 

• Click on the “+” sign on the left at the bottom on the left to add a ATIA connection. 
o Alias the connection. 
o Select “GenGET” as the source. 
o Insert the IP address for the DataProc in the “Host Name / IP” field. 

 If you are connecting DataProc to DataProc, this value will be the local 
DataProc not the remote DataProc’s IP address. 

o The “Pipe Name” will equal the value inserted in the “Smartzone” connection 
in the “Equipment” tab of the ATIA Configuration tool. (See example – Page 
12) 

o Use the drop down boxes to select the correct WACN ID and System ID 
o Insert the correct zone id for which you are trying to connect. 

 If it is zone 1, it will equal 1. 
o Select the “Start Connection?” check box. 
o Click on the disc icon to save your changes.   

 
• Repeat steps 32-39 for each ATIA connection that needs to be set up. 
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• Options\Filter 
o Provides a way to globally filter the entire system. 

 
• Raw Data: 

o C:\ProgramData\Genesis\GenWatch3\RawData (Hidden Folder) 
 
 

The status of each GW_ATIA connection is represented by a radio icon that appears in the 
Windows System Tray (the bottom right of your Desktop).  The icon has the following statuses: 

 
• : Connection status unknown (white) 
• : Connection has received packets within the last 5 seconds (green) 
• : Connection has not received packets within the last 5 seconds (blinks between red and 
white background) 
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  Activity Module  
 
What is the purpose of the control channel? Why would you ever need to see scrolling real-time 
system activity? 

 
The GW_Activity module displays a 
real-time view of control channel 
activity.  Through this screen, you 
can also filter packet types and/or 
assign colors to specific packet types, 
pause the screen, or print the current 
Activity list. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each user can customize the screen with his/her 
preferences; these setting changes are user-specific and 
remain until that particular user changes them. 

 
 
 
 
 

Each activity shown in the Activity screen contains 
much more information than what is shown in the 
columns of the activity list. To view this additional 
information, take these steps: 

 
1. Click the Pause button: This will 

open a GW_Activity Pause window. 
2. Double click on the desired packet: 

This will show the Packet Details window, shown at 
left. 
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  Channel Module  
 
 

This is a typical Channel View screen on an 
ASTRO system. On the Channel View 
screen, we show the channel and site that 
are the source of a call and the additional 
channels being used. 

 

The Channel  screen  can  be customized  to 
assist you in monitoring your system. Each call type has its own color. Default colors are set, but 
you can easily change the colors to suit your needs. The size of the channel boxes can be adjusted. 
Font type and size can also be changed, backgrounds can be added. 

 

The Information Panel on the left side of the screen allows Busies and Radio Rejects to be actively 
monitored. 

 10  
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While this is not a normal view that you would have open on your 
desktop, this illustrates the point that the Channel View screen, 
when used on a ASTRO system, does really track the channel 
usage on all sites. Here, all sites are MINIMIZED allowing the 
user to easily choose the site(s) to maximize. 

 
 
 
 
 
We caught an emergency call and captured the screen so you can 
see how that looks (in red). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

You can set your Site Idle intervals. This tells GenWatch3® how 
long to wait before notifying you that a site has not received 
activity (in Yellow). 

 
 
 
If you right click on a Zone header, you get a box with three tabs. 
This tab shows the high level hourly statistics for that Zone. As 
you might guess, if you right click on a Site or a Channel header, 
you get the same instant information about that item. Below you 
can see the other tabs. 

 
 

This is the Chart tab. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is the Statistics Summary tab. 
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  Group Module  
 

How can we use Group as a system monitor?  How can we use Group as a diagnostic tool? 
 

Use the tree panel on the left of the Group screen to select monitoring criteria 
(system, talkgroup, calls, etc.). Each group in the Groups tree has its own 
Group window.  The Group window shows the activity that has occurred in 
the group since the GW_Group view screen was opened. You may have up to 
10 Group windows open at one time. 

 
 

The GW_Group view screen shows real-time group and individual (private 
and interconnect) activity.  GW_Group shows each group’s activity 
and all individual activity for a system in customizable 
windows. The Window Options tab allows you to select a 
layout (vertical, horizontal, cascading) for your information. 
You can even customize windows by changing their color, 
font, size, etc. 

 
 
 
 

Under Window Options, the Group Window Options screen allows you to 
customize multiple Group windows at once. 

 
 

In Group, you can also remove the skin, resulting in a regular Windows 
format which can be enlarged to fill your monitor screen. 

 
 
 

As in the Activity module, you can 
double-click on any packet to view 
the Packet Details window. 

 
 

The Emergency panel is an optional 
feature which provides a section in 
Group to view emergency activities. 

 

  Acknowledging Emergency Alarms in the Group module Emergency window 
DOES NOT issue an Emergency Alarm Acknowledgment to the radio. 
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  Affiliation Module  
 
 
 

The Affiliation Screen shows the real-time connection state of a radio. You may view connection 
activity at the system level or add resources (such as zones, sites, or groups) and view affiliation 
activity at the resource level. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  SysVista Module  
 
 
 
 
 

SysVista is a real-time, interactive statistical reporting 
interface. The SysVista module receives packets from 
each GenWatch3 input connection. SysVista then 
compiles these packets into statistics. The SysVista 
Screen displays these statistics for the selected time 
period and resource(s). By design, the SysVista View 
window shows you easy-to-read, high-level information 
about your system(s).  The large analog dials and 
straightforward options make SysVista easy to read and understand. SysVista is the dashboard for 
your trunked radio system(s). 
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  System Summary Module  
 

What are some of the trends that you look for in your system usage? 

GW_System Summary receives packets from each GenWatch3 input connection. The information 
in these packets is used to compile statistics for a SmartZone system. System Summary uses these 
statistics to display up-to-the-minute usage information through a variety of charts and graphs. 

 
  The GW_System Summary module gathers system information even when the GW_System Summary 
screen is closed.  You can keep the GW_System Summary screen open or just open it when you want 
to see the grid or graphs. 

 
 

System Summary Grid 
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  KPI Module  
 
 
 

KPI – Key Performance Indicator Module 
• Customizable dashboard statistics 
• User defined timeframes 
• Metrics for calls, busies, affliations, etc. 
• Configurable granularity 
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  Reports Module  
 
 
What information do you need to know about your trunked radio system? 

 
The Reports window is organized into Categories. You can click on a node on the left to display 
the reports in that category. Expand a node to expose more categories. Below is an outline 
showing the current categories for the reports. Generally speaking the contents of a category will 
not shift too much. Once learned, that knowledge should serve useful for future versions as well. 
New reports will be added to the appropriate category. Note that some reports can ‘fit’ multiple 
categories, but they will only show in one place. In this vein we try to put the report in it most 
useful category. 

 
Sample image of reports menu with categories 

 
 

 

System (root level) 
Alias Information 
Database Status 
Events by Type 
System Activity 

 
Airtime 

Airtime and PTTS per Hour 
Airtime by Minute 
Airtime by Radio ID 
Average PTT Length and PTTs per Minute 
Total Airtime for 24 Hours 
Total Airtime Top XX Talkgroups 
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Busy  
Busy Seconds by Hour 
Busy Seconds by Type 
Detailed Busies 

 

Call  
Abnormal End of Call Activity 
Call Activity Under xx Seconds 
Call Activity 
Calls and PTTs By Month 

 

Diagnostics 
APM (If Purchased) 

APM Alarms 
APM Channel Activity 
APM Channel Levels Over Time 

 

Group  
Emergencies  by  Talkgroup 
Group PTTs and Airtime by Hour 
PTTs and Airtime by Talkgroup 
Talkgroup Affiliation Summary 
Talkgroup Usage by Day-Hour of Week 
Talkgroup Usage Top 20 by Hour 

 

Subscriber 
Private PTTs and PTT Airtime by Hour 
Radio Activity by ID 
Radio Rejects 
Subscriber Activity by Group ID 
Subscriber Activity by Subscriber ID with Location 
Subscriber PTT Counts by ID and Alias 
Unit PTTs by Talkgroup 

 

Zone  
Site 

 
 
Detailed Site Use 
Site Affiliation Summary 
Site Channel Summary 
Site Use By Hour 
Site Utilization- GoS 
Site Utilization- GoS Auto Busy Hour 
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Data (If CGF enhancement purchased) 
Data Activity 
Data Use and Bitrate by ID (Excl Zero) 
Data User and Bitrate by ID and Site 
Data Use and Bitrate by ID 
Data Use and Bitrate by Site (Excl Zero) 
Data Use and Bitrate by Site 

 
Enhanced Data (If CGF enhancement purchased) 

Site Data Load Report 
Data Use and Bitrate by Site and DAG (excl Zero) 
Data Use and Bitrate by Site and DAG 

 
SNMP (If UEM enhancement purchased) 

SNMP All Events 
 
UEM (If UEM enhancement purchased) 

UEM Alarm States 
UEM Alarm Summary 
UEM All Alarms 
UEM  All  Events 
UEM Hourly Alarms 
UEM Site Availability (Site Trunking only) 
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Reports are part of the “human” interface to GenGET. They make practical use of all the statistics 
collected and stored by GenGET. 

 
GemGET Reports are Excel files. Therefore, you need Excel 2013 or later. You also need an 
ODBC connection to the GenGET database (see appendices "Creating an ODBC Connection). 

 
 

 
You may access the reports via either of the following methods: 

 
• By browsing directly to folder where the Excel files are stored and launching them. 

 
• If you are in GenWatch3, Reports is one of the Module selections you can make from 

Launch Pad; just launch Reports and then double click the report you would like to run. 
 

• With a Web Browser via the iVista Web Server. 
 

NOTE: After running a report, you may save it by using “SAVE AS” then renaming and 
providing a location. DO NOT click Save, and DO NOT answer yes to saving the report when you 
exist out of Excel. These reports are templates and do not have data populated until you run the 
report. If you save after running the report, the template will always contain the previous run data 
before it gets replaced with your new data. 

 
 

 

The Excel reports will have multiple “Tabs” located in the bottom left of your Microsoft Excel 
window.  These tabs are referenced in the following explanations. 

 

RUNNING A REPORT 

 
OVERVIEW OF EXCEL WORKBOOKS 

The Parameters tab is the currently 
selected tab in this workbook. Just 
click on a tab to select it. 
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1. The Parameters Tab will have a brief description of the report. 
 

2. User Parameters – All fields highlighted in the light blue color are user-changeable fields. 
 

3. The buttons to the right of the Start Date and End Date have the following functions (in 
order from left to right): 

 
• Today (inserts today’s date at midnight) 
• Now (inserts the current time and date from your computer) 
• +1 day (adds one day to the value in the field) 
• -1 Day (subtracts one day to the value in the field) 
• +1 Hour (adds one hour to the value in the field) 
• -1 Hour (subtracts one hour to the value in the field) 
Note: You can always type directly in the date entry fields as well. 

 
The button immediately after the words “End Date” will copy the “Start Date” into 
the “End Date” field, which can then be easily manipulated with the other buttons. 

 
4. There will be various checkboxes to allow you to select whether the report should consider 

Conventional calls, Data calls, etc. A checkbox that is common on many reports is the 
“Consider Source Resources Only”. This is an important checkbox on multi-zone systems. 
GenWatch connects to the ATIA feed on each zone. If there is a call that spans more than 
one zone, the call is reported on each ATIA feed. Therefore, if you are reporting on calls 
and PTTs at a system level, then they will get reported multiple times. So, in this case, 
checking the “Consider Source Resources Only” checkbox will only count the call or PTT 
as reported by the Zone where the Call or PTT originated in and eliminate the duplication. 

 
5. Excel reports created by Genesis will have a “Generate Report” button which, when 

clicked, will place the data into the report from the GenGET database. This process will 
take varying amounts of time based on the report complexity and date range. There is a 
status indicator that the query is still processing in Excel. Please See “Note 1” at the end 
of this section. 

 
PARAMETER TAB 
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Data Tab(s) 
The data tab will always contain the raw data matching your request. It can be sorted and filtered 
as any other Excel data. 

 
Chart/Graph Tab(s) 
Many of the reports include a graphical representation of the data. One important note about the 
“density” of some of the charts: some reports will need to have the data parameters closely 
contained in order for the charted data to be “readable”. If you cannot make out the data on your 
chart, we suggest changing the parameters to include less time or fewer zones / sites / talkgroups / 
etc. 

 
Help Tab 
Each Help tab contains a description of the fields included in your report that may not be 
obviously understood. In some cases, they may contain a small helpful “note” about a specific 
detail. 

 
 

Note 1 – While your query is running, you will see a small globe in the bottom status bar area. 
This globe will “spin” while waiting on the query to return data from SQL. 

 

Be aware that execution of the “Generate Report” button on the Parameters tab will automatically change your 
active tab to the Data tab. The time it takes will depend on your database size and the data range of your query 
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Report Listing for ATIA Reports 
 
The following reports are available in the GENWATCH3-ATIA reports module (some may not 
apply to specific system types or features). 

 
 

Abnormal Endo of call Activity: Shows a detailed list of calls that ended with a code 
other than the normal codes of 18, 88, 89, 162, 163. 
Airtime and PTTs per Hour: Shows subtotals of Airtime and PTTs for each hour 
selected. 
Airtime by Minute.xls: Shows subtotals of Airtime and PTTs for each minute 
selected (1, 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minute segments selectable by the user). 

 
Airtime by Radio ID and Talkgroup: Shows total minutes of Airtime used per 
Subscriber ID. Radio IDs can be input by range or single ID, and can select which 
groups to include in the total. 
Airtime by Radio ID.xls:  Shows total of Airtime and PTTs for each radio ID. 
Alias Information (Site, Group, Radio): Shows a listing of all Sites, Talkgroups and 
Radios that have been used on the system. Includes Aliases for Groups & Radios, plus 
additional information on Radios. 
Average PTT Length and PTTs per Minute: Shows average PTT length and 
number of PTTs for the specified time range. 
Busy Seconds by Hour:  Shows busy seconds (all types) for the specified time range. 
Busy Seconds by Type: Shows busy seconds for each call type during the specified 
time range. 
Call Activity: Shows site, target, duration, status, DIU, DBL, etc. of each call for the 
specified time range. 
Call Activity under xx seconds: Shows detail list of calls with airtime less than 
specified by user. 
Calls and PTTs By Month: Summary Report. Can select and deselect conventional 
calls. 
Database Status: Shows the oldest and most recent date/time of a call recorded in the 
database for each zone. 
Detailed Busies: Shows details for each “busy” that occurred during the specified 
time range. 
Detailed Site Use:  Shows PTT use for each site during the specified time range. 
Emergencies by Talkgroup: Shows quantity of emergency calls by talkgroup for the 
specified time range. 
Events by Type:  Shows user selected event types for the specified time range. 
Group PTTs and Airtime by Hour: Shows average PTT length and number of PTTs 
only for Group calls during the specified time range. 
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Private PTTs and PTT Airtime by Hour: Shows average PTT length and number of 
PTTs only for Private calls (Radio to Radio) during the specified time range. 
PTTs and Airtime by Talkgroup: Shows a detailed list and chart of the number of 
Group PTTs and airtime usage on selected talkgroup(s). 
Radio Activity by ID: Shows a detailed list of calls, affiliations, events and other 
items of a selected RadioID for the specified time range. 
Radio Rejects:  Shows a detailed list of radio rejects for the specified time range. 
Site Affiliation Summary: Provides a count of units that are affliliated with each site 
at the time specified based on last reported affiliation. 
Site Channel Summary: Summary of site usage by call type for the period. 
Site Use by Hour: Shows the average and max hourly percentage of channel usage for 
each site in the selected time range. Tabs are provided for the data and for charts 
Site Utilization-GoS: Percentage of busy time by site for the specified hour. 
Site Utilization-GoS (Auto Busy Hour): Finds the busiest hour in date range based on 
call time, and reports busy time and percentage. 
Subscriber Activity by Group ID: Shows subscriber activity for a selected group(s). 
Tabs are provided for PTT Activity, Related Interzone PTT Activity, Emergency 
Alarms, Group Affiliations, Subscriber Rejects, and Events. 
Subscriber Activity by Subscriber ID with Location: Shows subscriber activity for 
selected Subscriber ID or range of Subscriber IDs. Tabs are provided for PTT activity, 
emergencies, registrations, affiliations, subscriber rejects, location information (if 
location enhancement was purchased), and subscriber events. 
Subscriber PTT counts by ID and Alias: Shows total PTTs generated per Subscriber 
on selected Subscriber ID or range of Subscriber IDs. The PTTs are shown per zone 
(RFSS) for the first 3 zones a total for the entire system. 
System Activity: Generates a list of system activities based on the specified criteria 
such as call types and types of activities. 
System Status Summary: Summarizes usage of the system per week, with count of 
calls, affilitations, busies, airtime, etc. 
Talkgroup Affliliation Summary: Gives a count of the units that are affiliated with 
each group at the time specified. 
Talkgroup Usage By Day-Hour of week: Summary for specified talkgroup. 
Talkgroup Usage Top 20 By Hour: Pivot table with one row per talkgroup, and a 
column for each  hour interval in the period. 
Total Airtime for 24 hours: “Around the clock” view of system airtime usage. 
Total Airtime Top xx Talkgroups: Shows a list and chart of the total airtime usage in 
minutes of the top talkgroups. This can be displayed as a summary fo rht period, or by 
the hour. 
Unit PTTs By Talkgroup: Detail view and chart of PTTs on the specified talkgroup. 
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Excel Filters and Sorting 
After running reports, a very handy feature of Excel is the built in Filters. Filters are the 
dropdown 'arrows' at the top of each column (where present). These can be used to filter 
and/or sort information returned in the report. Aside from the filters, you can use the sort 
selection in the Data tab to sort by multiple factors/columns. 

 

 

 
 
 

 You can save the Excel spreadsheet in an alternate location for future use, print it, or discard it. 
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  Trigger Module Setup  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Triggers are added, updated, and deleted from the 
GW_Trigger configuration screen. 

 
How do you currently receive notifications of 
“events” on your system? 
 
The GW_Trigger module allows you to set up 
real-time email notifications, external relay 
closure, or on-screen audio-visual alerts. Events 
such as when an emergency alarm event occurs, 
when a particular status or message event 
occurs, or closing a relay that lights an LED 
labeled for a particular talkgroup when it 
receives a PTT event. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Choose the condition, number of occurrences 
per time period, and trigger event. 
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